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of a number of materials. The last Oak Ridge (USA) Calutron was 
retired in 1999.

A number of different ion sources for condensable ions were devel-
oped after the Calutron [2]. In the 1980s a family of high-energy arc 
sources termed MEVVA (Metal Vapor Vacuum Arc) was developed 
for isotope separation and ion implantation [3]. A “filtered” version 
of the MEVVA source was developed to remove the marcro-particles 
(“macros”) generated during the arcing process [4].

High energy ions of both condensable and non-condensable species 
may be used to advantage in modifying the surface region of a mate-
rial in the process called “ion implantation”. Shockley first proposed 
ion implantation for the doping of semiconductors [5]. The use of 
surface modification by high-energy ion implantation prior to coating 
formation as a hybrid deposition process was discussed in 1985 [6,7,8]. 
Bombardment with ions at lower energies (few eV to several hundred 
eV) does not result in significant implantation but bombardment before 
and/or during vacuum deposition may be used to control and tailor the 
properties of deposited films and coatings.

Ion Bombardment Effects
In addition to thermal effects, ion bombardment on the surface and 
during film growth affects the film deposition by momentum transfer 
during the collision between the energetic ion and the “target” atoms. 
The maximum momentum is transferred when the atomic masses are 
the same. Some important aspects of momentum transfer by energetic 
bombardment on film deposition are: masses of the bombarding ions, 
energy (or energy distribution) of the bombarding ions, flux of the 
bombarding ions, the mass of the atoms in the surface being bom-
barded, and the flux of the condensing (and possibly reacting) species. 
In film growth under bombardment conditions the surface of the grow-
ing film is continually being buried by subsequent deposited material. 

Bombardment may cause: ejection of a surface atom by momentum 
transfer processes (“sputtering”), compaction and densification of 
the atomic structure, introduction of structural defects and stresses, 
enhanced chemical reactions on the surface, preferential removal of 
weakly bonded material, diffusion into the surface, and introduction 
and trapping of species in the near-surface region (“subplantation”). 
The stages of film formation are: nucleation, interface formation and 
film growth [9]. Ion bombardment may affect each of these stages.

In situ (sputter) cleaning of surfaces
In 1955 it was demonstrated that sputtering of a surface in a good 
vacuum using inert gas ions could produce an atomically clean sur-
face (“sputter cleaning”) [10]. In the early 1960s it was shown that by 
combining sputter cleaning with thermal evaporation deposition that 
started while the sputter cleaning was in progress that a highly adherent 
coating could be produced if the deposition rate was greater than the 
sputtering rate (“ion plating”) [11,12]. The use of sputter cleaning using 
energetic metal ions was commercialized in the “arc bond sputtering” 
(ABS) process using an arc moving in a planar magnetron track [13]. 

Film formation - nucleation
Energetic bombardment can increase the nucleation density of 
“adatoms” on the surface thus increasing the surface coverage and film 
adhesion [9]. Very low energy bombardment can increase the adatom 
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Abstract
Historically the first important use of condensable ion deposition was 
for the enrichment of uranium (235U) for the first atomic bomb using 
magnetic sector ion sources (Calutrons). Many kilograms of uranium 
ions were deposited. Pure and mixed energetic ion fluxes of condens-
able, reactive, and inert ions have been used for about 50 years to 
deposit films and coatings as diverse as diamond-like-carbon (DLC) 
and Ti-Al-C-N hard coatings. Continuous or periodic bombardment 
effects on deposition include: in situ cleaning, modification of the 
nucleation stage of film growth, interface formation, structure modifica-
tion during growth (stress, crystallography, density, hardness, chemical 
composition, etc.) chemical activation of reactive species, and bombard-
ment enhanced chemical reactions on the surface. The sources of atoms 
for ionization include: chemical vapor precursors, thermal vaporiza-
tion, sputtering, arc vaporization, and pulsed laser ablation. A number 
of sources of highly ionized fluxes have been developed including: arc 
vaporization, HIPIMS, and those using post-vaporization ionization. 
This paper will review some of the important milestones and develop-
ments for bringing energetic ion deposition into widespread industrial 
application. These applications include: corrosion protection, low fric-
tion/wear, tools, hard/decorative/wear, erosion resistant, and optical 
components. Often these coatings are deposited on temperature-sen-
sitive substrates that make other techniques such as high-temperature 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) impractical.

Introduction
Film deposition in vacuum using condensable ions (“film ions”) is a more 
energetic process than is film deposition just using atoms. When deposit-
ing ions both the energy of condensation and the ionization energy are 
released in a localized region, when bombarding with non-condensable 
ions the energy of ionization is released. This energy enhances chemi-
cal reaction and diffusion. If the ions have been accelerated to greater 
than thermal energies the kinetic energy is also released and momentum 
transfer can affect the atomic arrangement in the surface region.

In 1886 Eugen Goldstein observed rays in gas discharges at low 
pressures that traveled away from the anode. Goldstein called these 
positively charged anode rays “Kanalstrahen” or “canal rays.” Wilheim 
Wien found that strong electric or magnetic fields deflected the “canal 
rays” and in 1899 constructed a device that separated the positive rays 
according to their charge-to-mass ratio. In 1918 A.J. Dempster created 
the first magnetic sector mass spectrograph.

When the need developed to concentrate the radioactive isotope 
235U from naturally occurring uranium Ernst O. Lawrence developed 
a large-scale magnetic sector spectrograph for the separation [1]. The 
device was called a Calutron and used a chemical vapor precursor 
(UCl4) as the source of uranium ions. The ions were extracted from the 
source at ~30keV at a current of about 100 mA. A bank of these sources 
was used to deposit the 64 kilograms of weapons grade (~90%) 235U 
used in the “Little Boy” atomic bomb*. There was no discussion of the 
nature of the deposit thus formed but at 30 keV ion energy there would 
be considerable sputtering and redeposition in the collector chamber. 
The Calutron source has been used for the separation of stable isotopes 
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mobility on the surface and enhance the epitaxial growth (“oriented 
overgrowth”) of the film on a crystal surface [14,15].

Film formation - interface formation
Interfacial regions may be categorized as: 1) abrupt, 2) mechanical inter-
locking, 3) diffusion, 4) compound, and/or 5) “pseudodiffusion” [9]. Ion 
bombardment before and during deposition provides a clean surface 
and good atom-to-atom contact by having a high nucleation density. 
Bombardment also provides energy for chemical reaction and diffusion as 
well as penetrating the first few atomic layers to give “subplantation” [16].

Film formation - film growth
Ion bombardment during film deposition densifies the deposit by 
compaction and/or sputtering/redeposition by momentum trans-
fer [17,18,19]. These processes also affect the intrinsic film stress. 
Subplantation may be an important factor in film growth and the incor-
poration of foreign species in the growing film [16]. Bombardment 
also enhances chemical reaction of reactive species on the surfaces and 
promotes the removal of un-reacted or poorly bonded species [20]. 
These bombardment effects are important in depositing stoichiometric 
compounds and such unique materials as amorphous “diamond-like-
carbon” (DLC) films, which have a high degree of sp3 bonding between 
the carbon atoms. 

Ion Sources
Ion sources of “film ions” may be in the form of unconfined sources or 
may involve extraction of ions from confined sources [e.g. 2].

Cathodic arc vaporization source
Arc plasmas and arc vaporization has a long history preceding even the 
invention of the voltaic pile by Volta  (1800) [21]. Bradley used an arc 
between two carbon rod electrodes in vacuum to deposit thin carbon 
films in 1954 [22]. In Russia, stable long-lived cathodic continuous arc 
vaporization from a planar surface was developed by Sablev [23] and was 
used for film deposition by Romanov and Andreev in the early 1970s. 
The process is called Condensation - Ion Bombardment (CIB) [24,25]. 
The first commercial batch coater (BULAT 3) was available in Russia 
in 1977. Pulsed arcs traveling over the surface have been used to vapor-
ize the surface of long rods with the cathode spot made to move over 
the surface either due to the magnetic field caused by the arc current in 
the rod [26] or by an externally formed axial magnetic field [27]. Low-
voltage, high-current cathodic arcs produce a high percentage of ions in 
the vapor plume [28]. 

The use of magnetic fields to deflect the plasma and eliminate the 
deposition of droplets (“macros”) formed by the arc began with the work 
of Aksenov [29] and resulted in various forms of “filtered arc” sources 
[30,31]. An extraction type arc ion source was developed by Aisenberg 
in the early 1970s and used to deposit amorphous (a-C) diamond-like-
carbon (DLC) films. [32]. DLC was also being deposited in Russia at 
about the same time using CIB technology [24].

High power impulse magnetron sputtering (HIPIMS) source
The HIPIMS plasma discharge used for magnetron sputtering from a 
conventional planar magnetron source is formed by a current/voltage 
pulse that forms a high-current glow discharge, which transients into 
an arc discharge before it is terminated. If pulse length is kept below a 
critical value, the discharge may be operated in a stable fashion infinitely 
and target heating is manageable. This type of plasma discharge was first 
proposed for sputtering in 1997 (patent priority date) [33]. A high per-
centage of the vaporized material is ionized [34] along with some of the 
gaseous species present. HIPIMS has been used for deposition of metals 
(Cu) [35] and, by reactive deposition, for the deposition of compounds 
[36]. 

Post-vaporization ionization sources
Vaporization of atoms into a gaseous equilibrium plasma whose atomic 
density is too low to cause appreciable vapor phase nucleation of the 
atomic species results in very little ionization of the atomic flux [37]. 
Appreciable ionization can be achieved by vaporization through or dis-
sociation in a dense, energetic (10s to 100s eV) electron “cloud.” Such 
regions may be generated above a vaporizing source using “spotless” 
arc discharges (SAD) using high intensity thermionic electron emission  
[38,39] or by using a hollow cathode arc discharge (HAD) [40].

Summary
Energetic vacuum deposition using “film ions” has several advantages. 
These include: 1) the momentum transfer on bombardment is maxi-
mized, 2) effects of subplantation on interface formation and film 
growth may be enhanced, and 3) incorporation of unwanted gaseous 
species in the surface and growing film is minimized. Energetic deposi-
tion processes have led to increasing use of PVD processes for function-
ally demanding coatings such as hard coatings, tribological coatings, 
decorative/wear coatings, optical coatings, and adherent coatings of all 
types.

* Calutron enrichment raised the uranium purity from about 20% 
235U to about 90% 235U so there was about 3 times as many 238U ions 
formed as 235U ions formed and ~250 kg of uranium ions (~1026 ions) 
deposited. 
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